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Mourning Doves
the rain is fine against the evening and I
have entered into a conversation with a mourning dove —
a solemn hoo-ah-hoo-hoo shared amongst us.
what we are mourning, I don't know, but I
can't help feeling we aren't mourning anything at all.
we have just been carried along with the day.
the chill in the air is not a brisk snap, but a shallow seeping.
my dog's nose is twitching with it and somehow I wonder
if he is warmer than the both of us.
everything lilting over the yard is rustling
under a breeze I cannot feel.
the rain has stopped. I don't know when it did.
small chapters in my life are closing
against my fingertips, more curt than the
chatter coming from the trees.
the verdant of the backyard is blossoming in shades
1 have not yet seen, it is June but feels like October,
some steady passage of time.
I can feel a mosquito against my elbow and it is the
worst kind of itch, folded into creases.

6

Emma Banks

a bird died in my mothers palms yesterday, maybe
that is what this is all about.
the trees look like eucalyptus,
my face smarts with tea tree oil.
I want to feel some sort of connection
with this bird, but maybe we are just
two women, too numb.
she continues to call into the night,
but is gone by morning.

Emma Banks

7

While Conversing
all of the trees in Ohio are growing into each other, and
I am spreading my wingspan out into the surroundings,
trying to feel for ghosts, there is a slug peeling itself
from my forearm and a bird above it, something small, chittering
with a hunger I do not know. I do not know how to watch
with my stomach, in the afternoon, you will leave me directionless,
yearning for the light above the trees, the back of the bird,
a bone to pick. I am not hungry for it, but I will
place it under my tongue anyways, keep it close to my gums,
the softest, most branching part of my mouth.

8

Emma Banks

The Star Talers
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Revenge Poem for Max
In this poem,
the dog doesn't die.
Fields scroll backwards
and the cars journey
is rewritten.
I eat your father s
hands from the wheel.
I eat your mothers
hands from inside you.
Rain falls to the windshield
in lines of the cleanest hair,
and that night that is
the night of all your nights,
that is your scaffolding,
is silverfast obliterated
to save you.
I'd leave you transparent
and weightless as a word,
to save you. I'd leave you
weightless as a poem

10

Cassie Coale

outside of which dogs die,
and the moon is but
a stone balloon we
pull behind us,
the same
since birth and so many
cycles of laundry, I last
saw you. And still.
I would hurt
the person that hurt
the person that hurt
you first
before ever going back
to save myself
from the astral black
of your thousand yard
stare.

Cassie Coale

11

To The Cat
I wanted to name you after my
evilest, handsomest grandfather;
referenced by my family as often
as the heart is referenced, or dreams.
He looked the best once his body
had been dressed in dirt and tossed
over our shoulders; the years in reverse.
An old animal, he had been
dying since the second he was born.
And yet, I was surprised that he went
as swiftly as he did,
with that same speed that strikes
everything dead. The cardinal
you killed last week, over which we
huddled:
wanting to save and be saved
and have been saved.
We forgave you, of course.
Us, of all people, should know,
that even a bird is a killer in its own
right
And who is to say what is evil
or handsome.

12

Cassie Coale

baytown radioactive
i wonder, again
about the superfund cleanups
and the oil drum
where the slide was.
she grew up in it
out where everything floods in on itself
damn the levee —
soft shelled uranium heart murmuring
into the last layer of topsoil that raised my mother
and every last one of her seven siblings.
motherhood is the brittlest thing i can imagine,
thin boned like a bp slick bird
like the starchy, dumbstruck grass of a houston suburb
like the aluminum of a playground slide,
what was it like to grow up without seatbelts?
('60s and so self assured
in south central texas)
what did the paint taste like?
if we were to douse this house in one last layer of lead,
could it feel any more like home?
and again when she forgets her keys
holes in her head like a sieve, like a raincloud, radioactive,
i want to ask her
could it?

Rose Cobb

13

how to be a mixed-race filipina
first
stutter in tagalog through your pink american tongue
speak of adobo recipes, Spanish last names (yours is de castro), colonialism,
your heritage

second
rub the back of your toddler brother
when a waitress from manila
declares that white boys dont have lolas, they have grandmas
say nothing
rub circles like the cake-thick sun

third
insist the man with almond-shaped eyes and ink-black hair on your phones lock screen is
dad
to the men
who will buy you long-islands at the bar on sixth street
because they've "never slept with an exotic girl before"

fourth
avoid your body
in the mirror
it could splinter
if it hears your mouth say mahal kita
it's blasphemy to say i love you in a language you don't speak

14

Molly Cox

fifth
explain why you recognize the smells of adobo, rice, and pancit like your lola's perfume
explain why you inscribe her in your poetry and haven't defined her yet
explain why 'grandma' in tagalog sounds like abuela and smells of Spanish colonists
explain where you can find your aunties at the family reunions, the ones who taught you who
you are
explain how you know your heart's rhythm is your tia lydia's rice planting melody

sixth
explain why you exist
and remember the dates of world war ii as evidence
and support your claim to the land of your ancestors
and defend why you call yourself a filipina
and verify with pictures and ancestry blood tests and tagalog phrases you learned from youtube
and defend and explain and explain and explain

seventh
your fire of conviction is a smoker's flame and can be snuffed out with a whisper
so
most days
you listen to the drunk men, that waitress, the mirror that doesn't believe you eat pancit and
lumpia for thanksgiving dinners
and you forget why you're a real filipina
and you don't know how to explain

Molly Cox

15

the art of forgetting vanna white
After Elizabeth Bishops poem "One Art"
when i hug my lola
she smells of mary kay lotion from the dollar store
and mango sugar
which used to remind her of the islands.
the perfume of her house is mango strips
left to dry on the living room couch.
she sprinkles them like confetti
when we solve tv puzzles before vanna white.
its an after-dinner ritual,
me, lola, and my dad,
but lola doesn't remember vannas name
or mine or her son's.
we watch jeopardy too.
it's a rerun, lola
laughs and says "good job, hon!" each time
i beat the champion to the answer.
the art of forgetting isn't hard to master
i lost a grandparent, a lovely one, two
television shows, funny ones, but it wasn't a disaster.
"what type of poem could have an a, i, v, two e's, and four lis?"
she says, 'oh pff how should I know? i'm old." pat sajak says
(you know it) and papi reaches below the sagging couch
and i hear his class ring clink against a bottle of tennessee whiskey.
16

Molly Cox

its not simply lost keys, houses, and realms,
but your family, the reflection in the mirror, and the world
asking the question you can't answer: "don't you remember?"

Molly Cox

17

New Poem for Witches
A distillation of late winter days:
we are souring snow water
in red plastic cups. Limbs slow as pitch.
We are
making seas from brine.
Looking for bodies —
spoon curve) of bellies in the yard.
How we ready ourselves for any lapse in dormancy:
she and I, meandering amongst
chickweed,

white clover,

worshipping a poverty of worms,

or

our own dry body shapes on the grass.
How we dredge the river for
objects of importance, blue bottle glass and knuckleheaded clams.
She and I,
painting every surface again and again
the same two colors, reciting commandments
(remain buried, mind the days.
Orange and green and over and over again.
Until every summer thought knows reiteration.
Is beaten to death in the yard.

18

Rose Cobb

Turkish Gold Camels
I am carried into the mens restroom in an American public high school.
A teenage boy pulls me from his back pocket to appreciate me. His lips are
chapped and bits of skin are curling on the bottom lip which remind me of sun
burnt leaves. He's exceptionally skinny. He reads my side, mouthing, "Turkish
Gold." He rolls me between his hands, shaking, and my God he's coughing like
he's trying to get rid of a lung. He hasn't even gotten a taste of me.
"I'm late." Boots thud against the floor and the boy behind the voice
follows. He looks at the mirror. Confirms his hair has obeyed in staying wellcombed. Smiles. Looks at the other boy. The nervous boy coughs again. 'Ihe con
ceited one takes me. Sniflfs. He smiles at the nervous boy this time. Takes another
sniff. He tells the other boy that you can taste the pyramids and sand if you sniff
hard enough. They hover over me. Ihe one with meticulous hair is half a foot
taller. Each holds one end like its a religious service. Ihe conceited boy exclaims
that touching me is like touching newly minted twenties god damn.
I'm a waif like the tense boy. Delicate. Pencil-shaped, straight with a
drag of attempted Masculinity.
"Ready?" he asks the thin boy. Ihe macho boy lets go of me and lets me
fall into the other boy's palm. He shakes so violently, he could be a volcano on
the precipice of eruption, and I brace myself to faceplant on this disgusting bath
room black-and-white tile. Not too fast. The confident boy places his hand on the
other boy's. I'm cradled between their palms when the confident one pushes his
thumb against the jittery kid's palm. I think he's trying to soothe him but sweat is
prison-breaking from the nervous boy's fingers when the confident boy's thumb
starts making circles on the other's hand. It could be hypnotism. The cocky kid
smiles a devil-given smile and rolls his hand off of the shaking boy. I'm caught in
his fingers like string. He rubs me, almost letting me breach his lips, as he looks

Molly Cox

19

at the wafer-thin boy up and down, up and down. This kid, who's all rib-cage,
watches the jerk with me and his mouth gapes and a few of his top teeth are
visible. The guy holding me finds a lighter, burns one of my ends, and inhales.
He coughs a few times. Laughs. He eyes the jittery boy as he kisses my blanched
white Side.
Straightens his arm and points the golden filtered end to the shaking
boy, who laughs. Agreeing. Wait. The sound leaving his mouth is high-pitched
and lasts seconds too long. No. The skinny boy walks over to a bone-white sink
and grips the sides. The taller boy steps behind him. Matches his hips behind his.
Wraps his head and neck bulging with muscles around the small neck next to
him.
Try it." The small boy can't pretend he's deaf anymore. He opens his
hand for the Cigarette.
'Big inhale," the boy behind him commands. The shorter boy takes a
drag and exhales. He spares a moment to lock eyes with the boy he adores and to
say his name before he begins coughing again.
He leans his head back, arches his torso, and watches the ashy storm
above him. His eyes were public bathroom porcelain a few minutes ago, but now
they re a rolling wave of smoke threatening war. The men's door whips open and
footsteps invade the boys' once oasis. The boys can both smell leather, it could be
lurkish, and meaty fists. The sure-of-himself boy cooly slaps the lit butt into the
trash. He jumps away from the boy who whispers his name after long drags of
tobacco.
Ihe skinny boy turns this new rendezvous into a memory and catalogs
it vsith the others. He has a story in his head where the arrogant boy is still arrogant but kisses him before French class, on group dates, and at Sunday dinners in
front of their parents. The scared boy closes his story and smiles at the mirror, a
crumbling pyramid of a smile that knows it is about to fall.

20

Molly Cox

The Catbird
You hold it between your fingers. It squirms, doing its best to see who
holds it or why. You can feel its heart beating, pounding in its chest. The bird is
fragile and frail, its wings paperclips in your hand. For a moment, you wonder
how it is even able to survive, tiny as it is.
You reach out to touch its head, uncertain if it can even see you, held
away from you as it is. The moment your finger is within reach, however, its
break stretches out, wrapping around your outstretched finger. For half a second
you panic, worried about its bite. But its gentle, like a child's hand wrapped
around yours.
For a moment longer you hold it, cradling the bird in your hand. It lets
go of your finger, turning its beak back to the woodlands around, letting its cry
into the wood. You smile, then let go, releasing it from between your fingers.
For a moment it rests in your hand, then leaps forward, spreading its wings and
flying to the forest ahead. You watch for a moment, until it vanishes into the
underbrush and the trees.

Jonah Dominguez

21

acolyte//gethsemane
an altar candle, flickering white
lamp unto our feet they pray light unto our path
unmentioned.
white light contains all visible colors,
when placed to the wick, gentle as Judass kiss,
the flame weaves every color into illumination,
a purity made of multitudes.
it was just about five, their time, when the church voted
they said they didn't want candles anymore
split by the veil of time, I watched from six o'clock,
already within the darkness that had yet to reach them.

22

Leah Dunbar

Two Prayers for a Fish Named Woolf
Woolf looks huge in the fisheyed sphere of her bowl. She hangs
suspended, the rusty red of dried pine needles. Of spilled and
drying paint. Of lizards' eyes and dead leaves. Frilled ruby caught
in the cloudy opal of this fish bowl, she turns and is small again.
She is swallowed in her sea of treated tap water. She lives alone.
These walls of glass once cradled cut flowers, centered on the
kitchen table and soft lit by candles. Last spring, I beheaded the
begonias, filled the vase instead with briny water and feathered
fish; hoarded glass, bone, scale, and flesh in my attic bedroom.
Now, fire pupiled and animated, the bowl rests beside me. Lidless
and teary, bloodshot cyclops eye: scrape your glassy skin and
bleed free into my hungry-sleeping hands.

Woolf looks huge in the fisheyed sphere of her bowl. Scaly flesh
and spiny bone swim free where a forest of green stems clogged.
Just her, feathered jewel the color of a rusty nail. Could it really
be just oxidized iron? I whisper to the humming air conditioned
night. Could I scrub down, red-stained index finger, and clear a
patch of smooth silver beneath her furred fin? Gritty fish, stained
and wet, can 1 ever dry you off. Can your cold blood ever warm
my too-large heart, gasping here beside you. Parched and out of
breath, we are alone in this empty nighttime desert. Jump over the
glassy lip, and fly, burning, rusty star, fishy-breathed and tiny, into
my lonely kiss starved mouth. Live on, little ember, in the ancient
furnace of my belly. Burn here, through the night, with me.

Fiona Ellsworth

23

The Chandelier Keeper
The Chandelier Keeper slept
alone
in the room
above the church.
She bowed her head to clean
the holy gems,
the hanging
stones.
She perfected the perfect,
a fate where
every Thing made
sense: polished, purposed.
She never cried on the subway
Or drunk-called her mom on a Tuesday
Or read textbooks with penises drawn in the margin.
She never fell in love with the wrong person.
She was the Keeper of heavenly Things.
She protected the upturned temple of stars
and the small slices of light that made crystals wink.
She looked at eternity and mended it
because even god gets dusty.

24

Kennedy Frazier

I saw her once,
two stained glass eyes
prayed into mine and I
wondered if she dreamed, if she knew
the feeling of walking in
winter with mint gum,
kids who hum
as they draw stick figures of their
families,
to find a penny
in the Target parking lot
is a miracle and maybe these Things
don't mean anything.
But I have to
believe.
They're heavenly.

Kennedy Frazier

25

Ophelia
I was 22.1 was ancient, exhausted. I felt I had been alive a long time.

I loved old suitcases, burnt toast, men with poor memories.
1 wanted long hair and skin that glowed like a lightbulb.
I moved through my rooms like a ghost, touching all my clothes, flipping my lightswitches on
and off, trying to embody the gaze of a stranger who might love me.

I owned seventeen novels, paperback editions: dog-eared, ink-stained, water-wavy.
1 wrote gorgeous thank-you notes for birthday money and betrayals forgi ven.
I knew the Karth wanted me back when I felt gravity's cunning pull at the corners of my eyes.

I attended plays and parties, read paranoiac novels, aspired to nuance and talk.

1 pushed progressively bluer pills through clear plastic every day of the month,
and brushed my hair one hundred times per night,
and rubbed myself red, and cried, and prayed.

I wore ash-white deodorant stains on the insides of black t-shirts,
bore burdens of bearing witness to the seasons hideous change.
ignored calls from my mother and the impetuous clatter of a tower of suitcases collapsing fatally
behind the sentry of the closet door.

I was tired all the time. 1 began every sentence I spoke with I.

I saw myself in the wash of white steam over the bathroom mirror,
the circles ot mildew around the shower curtains weary rings

26

Charlotte Freccia

the breadcrumbs shaken out of the bottom of the toaster.

I looked lean, lovelorn, lonely, the looks of my eyes glinty and serrated.
I was so hungry, a jackal, my ribs readable through my thin sweater.
I intuited heartbreak, felt for its edges like I was groping along a wall for a lightswitch in a dark
room.

When I was introduced, 1 said, we've met. I said, you don't remember me? I said, come closer.

Charlotte Freccia

27

Linda takes a bath
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The Mortician's Wife
This wasn't the first time the mortician had prepared a body like this.
Over the years, he'd seen much worse — children struck by oncoming traffic,
grey-shadowed babies born prematurely, even a few pets with tumors the size
of hockey pucks. During the war, he had seen the wounds of the dead inflicted
on the living — arguably the most gruesome sight of all. There was something
uniquely horrific, however, about preparing one's own kin for the coffin. It was a
strange sort of discomfort that lodged itself deep at the base of one's throat and
caused involuntary tremors in one's hands; it transcended language.
He remembered the old phrase, that Brutus's wife had swallowed fire.
The mortician had always loathed Shakespeare in school and was surprised to
find that the quotation still dogged his memory. The mortician would thank the
coroner later for identifying a cause of death that the mortician himself would
never have to see. With guilt, and regardless of whether or not she could hear
him, he also thanked his wife for choosing to inflict fatal wounds that were solely
internal. The pills were something the coroner's scalpel could uncover, but the
mortician's creams would never touch. It was a strange gathering in the sterile,
metallic room — the coroner, the mortician, and the mortician's wife, like a
dinner party that had gone awry. Just the week before, the trio had gathered at
the coroner's house for drinks. Now, the mortician's wife lay motionless on the
table instead of sitting in a chair, her hands empty, her stomach full of fire. She
had not left a note.
Yes, he had buried family before. His father was gone; a great-aunt had
already departed. He grew up in a family that treated death with unaffectionate
complacency. Yet there was something different about the mortician's wife and
the violent robbery of her youth. The mortician did not see his work as a poetic
or holy business; it was merely the way things were done — the way he and

Sarah Groustra

29

generations before him made ends meet. Loss was an essential part of living.
He took a great deal of pride in the fact that his job description was, at its core,
preservation of life. However, as he painted a rosy flush back into his wife's pallk
cheeks, he thought for the first time of cut flowers and the other canned meta
phors he had heard religious men use when asked to confront death.
The mortician had gone to church voluntarily only once, and this is
what he heard: the language of flowers is a secret one. It requires complete rejec
tion of self-importance to understand. Unlike humans, the flowers are confident
in their temporary nature and wish only to blaze with brilliance during their
allotted time. They do not make the fatal mistake of attempting to leave any sort
of legacy, knowing that the world following them will be capable of producing
a greater beauty than their own. The morticians wife had not left a note.
Now, as he leaned over the table, the mortician thought of death as a
friend, of death as a lover, and of death as a tax collector. That was the metaphor
Ins grandfather had explained to him in a hushed voice the first time the mortician stepped into the embalming room, nearly three decades ago.
funny, isn t it, his grandfather had whispered, "that we're paying debts
no one told us we owed?"

30

Sarah Groustra

Now,
A spotlight
Aflash — surf as
dustscraps in the living
room beam, of yellow
book pages, old numbers
old names, now, lilting out
of frame.
Old papers deaden
my seabed.
Nothing happens
but where waves ridge
To a period.

Sawyer Hiton

31

Declaring himself to his bird brother
Aftn Lynette Yiadom-Boakyes painting "Mercy Over Matter"
Martyrs were as
holy as he who chose
longevity, cupping hands
and crying at caught rain. Rage was
exchanged for tired
sperm, tired coals, one bag
of sunflower seeds.
While minor princes
read about their crowns,
every mirror bled him
a bird.
And so he praised the birthright
ot plumage and began,
My song is modest but it
heals."
Whistling with a sallow
start that recalled ten
years of a heart crusted
closed in maple; he knew
disaster.

32

Jordan Guy-Mozenter

"Do I pump
your blood when I sleep?"
Some clench their teeth, but
he still beats his fists into
mattress — old nightmares
of forgetting his friends
are really featherweight.
"My brother,
we must be each others
snappable bones,
the pinyon breeze
of home."
Flown past strategies,
the shadows one uses to cope
with immanence, they were
a boomerang of turquoise returning
to sight.
"Flight is how
I ask questions — I think wings
are why I can bury
ambition."

Jordan Guy-Mozenter

33

hurricane love poem
on the list of times i've wanted for home / hurricanes
make three appearances
mark the beginning of months spent whispering / love songs
like men
outside the windows of women they've wronged / and loved
wrong / and whose plants
they watered too often / with good intent / and drowned
anyway / on the list of things
i've worried over / hurricanes appear a thousand times / once
for each distance
over tour hundred miles between us / there's ever been
once / for the time
we pressed our bodies back to front against / those hours
with the white noise on
to make up for the storms we missed together / and once
for every poem
i ve guiltily brought wind and water into / just for the drama
ot it all / i've only regretted

34

Michaela Jenkins

running once / but it never went away / and maybe / some things
never will
where i'm from everyone's born in june / or july / everybody's
counting back / to their conception
to storm locked cities / to reckless love made in buildings
empty / except
for their mamas and daddies / and them / near death and
loving it
their eyes shuttered like the windows / the white eye outside
i've never seen but know.

Michaela Jenkins
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Capas Eternas
I straddle the hole in the floorboards,
mattress springs woven together at the bottom,
coke tabs and shards of blue-green glass.
Tiny, neurotic mosaics
Across the soft, damp dirt
hollow a line of ants up the window frame.
Close my eyes.
Watch the room revert to a space
without the tag of time across the walls
Without 18-wheeler seats and bb pellets,
the floral linoleum and the kitchen knives
powerlines on every hill
like reptilian spines against cedar trees
I turn to her bluish Lazy Boy, resting against rot.
Stop packing boxes in her apartment
to study its lonely form
50 years of hairspray are layered on the headrest,
a thick, gray crust
a hydrosulfite, lavender-scented shadow
from where she always laid her head
after weekly trips to the hairdresser
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Olivia Kane

I grab the cleaning supplies and begin scrubbing,
softening the sound of her voice until it cracks.
Tectonic plates that peel in tiny pieces,
years of history flaking into my palm.
Lost between the folds of the seat.
Clinging to the sides of the trash bag.
A crushed beer can
wedged beneath the heavy windowpane
to let some air in.
But I have already suffocated.
Pull it from its place and watch it slam shut,
the glass rushing down to meet the wood,
down on top of the line of ants
I gasp
Watching their tiny forms disappear
beneath the weight of new paint
I haul pillows and stained sheets into my pickup truck,
smash a rocking chair in half with my eyes
and haul its weight to the burn pile.
Sweep remnants of history books to the corner of my brain,
vacuum a sunset of oil paints from a drawer,
play a game of Jenga with now empty
closet hangers
I long for the beauty of antiquity.

Olivia Kane
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For the knowledge that something
has truly earned its dust
But as I clean her rooms
I can only see dirt.
Trinkets and oddities turned to garbage with a glance.
Tilings that need to be out by tomorrow.
Her pictures are all gone.
Her scarves are in boxes.
Not matter how hard I scrub, I can't get all the hairspray off that chair
And I realize I am far too tired
to reverse time this morning.
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Olivia Kane

When Morning
Let I b in a field
Let I b in a field
Let light ray
Let I b in a field
Let light ray
Let steam the tall grass dew
Let light ray through the tall grass do
Let stream light all to the field.
Let I be a field
Let I be a field
Light I be a light
Let I be a field
Let I be a light
Let I light a field
A ray of its stream
Let be I a grass tall
Let ray I a light dew
In field let I be
Let all I do

Sawyer Hit on
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Love story
When she takes in the mail and the mail is in her hand she undoes the belt of hei
robe, her massive purple robe that she wears over her clothing while she walks
to the table, while she walks to the green plastic table where she spreads out the
i

die looks like a frog in clothing, like a frog in the mud in clothing. When
h opens the bill with her thumb, when her thumb makes the noise of velcro as
. the bills open, the bills we are late to pay, she turns it over, reads one side
u rows her brow and turns it over, she moves the light like water in a sieve,

the light drifts over her like water in a sieve.
1 a glass box, taking the light and holding it in and letting it go. She is taking
oil • and turning it over, not reading but turning it over. 1 am a glass box
thrown briefly into the air.
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Dante Kanter

Maidenhair
They were his ginkgos
he pressed the leaves
he was so happy he
taught me to play pachinko
instead of coins
it spat out beads.
There was a tree
in the window, two
then three.
The light was running
around with me. The garden
asking me a question.
The answer
to be found
in other sections.

Dante Kanter
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Lakeshore
We were pirates back then,
hurling undamaged bodies over
the gnarled roots of summer,
\> aving sticks into our hair,
feet hardened by heat,
ants apart and putting them back together.
layer of dust and grime
separated skin from air,
slapping the jagged shoreline
\\ uh each minuscule wave,
t ir mother, the Sierra Nevada,
encircled us, her peaks
s

tries to the changing winds.

I'lit oh, how bodies so change,
we are not pirates anymore,
but have been looted,
ravaged ol the protections
ot an eyepatch or pillar
of a peg leg.
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Jess Karan

Sit now,
rip those tendrils from your roots and
strip your skin from earth.
Its time for indoor play,
the kind where you get prodded with
pointy needles promising your return
to our ever-receding lakeshore;
pills infused with strength
needed for the barefoot dance
shared between child and soil.
Pulled apart but not yet put back together.

Jess Karan
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Migraine
I.
The pain? It began
from the underside of the
big toe, spread through
lengthy veins from foot
to leg, jumped
thigh-to-thigh
resting a mere moment
in between.
from hip to breast
lite milky bone of skull
pulsing between
half- lidded eyes
1 lere now it rests.
Heat pulsates,
pools under ears
and behind jaw
a rhythm unlike any other.
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Jess Karan

II.
It's a song speaking of wildflowers
and the precarious time between darkness and dawn.
Flowers are fed by rivers
cutting crooked channels into
once undisturbed soil.
Nearby forests whisper in
languages we can't understand.
Harsh cliffs loom over the bay
of shattered moons.
You gave me a promise
and its pieces litter the foamy peaks.

Jess Karan
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Why People

Write Symphonies

CASSIUS Alone * theghol in the... glass * become[s] *
the majestic world • Alont
he had a fever * God... did
S
he had a fever * I he [him] » you know that * he...
«•
as... [a kite]... shadow!
• into * the narrow world *
Alone ' the eternal devil •
he loves ' birds and beasts *
children » the blue lightning.
of heaven • he (wants] *
a • room * wide • enough ' I ' the (weary]... world » Alone *
for ever, and for ever * naked., fr
gold ' the world * forgetful *
prisoner * of... fate • stale
with ordinary... love * feeble *
with • colour » accidental * as
the northern star * accidental *
as the * soul * no mightier than• a peevish * little * storm
OCTAVIUS
Millions \ of \ words \ like \ teeth
Time \ is \ bones \ in \ a \ field
The hills \ fear \ night \ and \ day
'he right hand \ [dares] \ [to] love
The left \ [hirns]^ [red] \ like a \ sword

.

...

Jr™ ^

'"""'

TOW. / Nature /

'•"P'lik »'ink k,„gd„m, na,UIe

Was WorthV' of <**... dagger /
.h
k rn u
though [I] had no hand in his death. / The ai^f

[breaks] / to the gate. / A dreadful thing / smiles / love /
Come and / speak. / Do not think. / Are you / alone'

CASCA
I [promise] () the sun () a... token () of

I ipJSiT> fc'L'n r,',\t''

an you see your face * set in [the]
YOU love me • [here] is my... hand
think • I could... forget myself

CINNA THE POET I dreamt to night that I |did (go] to [a]... funeral |
of doors 11 wander[ed] 11 answer[ed]|am I | I am | I am

MARULLUS Your ![stone] ! [heart] ! [trembles] !
with ! flowers ! Now! a ! chariot! of... [sound] ! Now !senseless ! light

[Low alarum. Exeunt all but thebot
lightning. Enter a whisper reading*
and a flourish follows the whisper »
thunder and lightning from oppo**
a letter. Lightning strikes the pulpit
does not exit. Thunder exits with tit

to] Visit my sad heart./Secrets/knock/ gena," "'gh'',he tn

O death O good... friend
note-book • of... my heart? *
the skies are painted • I did nK

ANTONY [Forgotten] & private & like a & hound & purple —
as & sorrow & not & blood & not & kindness & not & orchards
night-gown of thunder and
of... course & I & cry & O world & O & empty & world & O —
thunder and lightning. A shout
world & with the & bloody fingers & O world & full... of & [forests] —
*hisper exits. All exit. Re-enter
& treasure & wounds & the water & of & my & heart & strong —
sides. Thunder kneeling. holding
& as a & summers evening & now & a flood & now & becomes —
hunder still knocking. The body
a & hole & the hole & in my 8c heart & becomes a & [beast| —
body. Alarum still /
made of & ruby & [crown'd] & with & smoke & but & yesterday —
memory & was & a & gracious & stream & gentle & within the ruins & familiar & as & the tide & patient & like a deer —
this & sweet & grief & is all & have & to & [give] & I & am rich & with & it & my & little & life & a & stone & a thousand years
old & it & [Cries] & "Long live & Antony' & I & walk a & common
witness & I & inflame & the [angels] & and & dear & love & it is & to c

PORTIA a wound: shape: [of] sleep: made: [of] noise: this:
the... mountain: [of] my heart: grief: is a... wind: a... great vow:
a weak: thing: if you were: here: I would: hide: my bed. my. ar nes.

heaven f )

'1*f(>|fMml < >

CALPURNIA the streets... of [heaven]; are... comets; and; the;
house(s); clouds; there is... within; a lioness; here; let me; blaze forth.
CICERO To-morrow = is a 5
= breathless = wonderful'

~ It = [stares] = strange
"^t = from the = sky
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Tyler

Raso
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She Came From The Mud
Winner of the 2019 Spring Contest
I.
She always had mud under her nails. Her daddy had a crawfish farm, and he
built their house right on top of it. He preached that everything he ever needed
came from the mud. My grandmete told me that one night her momma and
daddy heard crying out in the pond, so they followed the wail and found a baby,
covered in mud, crawling right out of a crawfish hole. I sure as hell believed it.
II.
After Sunday school, we would sit on her back porch and eat ham
and mayonnaise sandwiches. We dedicated our
mouths to bunny bread instead of our usual
chatter. It was so silent that you could hear the crawfish bubbling in th
e mud. I
still can't boil water without my knees going weak; it sounds far too much like
those Sunday afternoons.
III.
Her skin was like milk but her face was decorated with dark,
splotchy freckles,
She told me that she could rem
ember God painting them on her cheeks in heaven. I didn't believe her. I knew that they were stains from the
mud of the crawfish
pond where she lived until she was ripe. She was so small. H
er knees and elbows
looked as if they could tear through her skin.
IV.
She was a product of the sun and the Gulf of M
exico. Ihe earth birthed her
under the Louisiana moon. It was not unusua
l to find her dancing alone in the
elds wearing „„,hing but a |ank ,op and hcr
^^ ^
radio, she loved the
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grass, she loved the cows, and the cows loved her.

Rebecca Kornman

V.
Once in June during the Indian summer, the two of us were playing with the
hose in my backyard when she asked me, "You ever tried shaving? Her stinging
eyes were stuck to my body. I looked down and noticed the dark hair peeping
out from the bottom of my swimsuit. "Am I supposed to?" I asked. Jose told me
that's how his girl has it," she replied. Jose helped out on her daddy s farm. I Ie
was 17 years old. She liked to work with them after she got out of school most
days.
VI.
I always feel sick after it rains in the summer. She loved the smell it left. After big
storms she would make me lie down on the street with her, cheek to the ground.
We stayed there for hours. Now 1 find the smell the steaming concrete releases
nauseating.
VII.
I saw the bruises on her legs and she told me that Jose gave them to her. She told
me that he loves her. I didn't understand why Jose would hurt her it he lo\ed her.
I would never hurt her.
VIII.
Jose was sent to work on a sugar cane plantation in Natchitoches. She didn t
cry, but she refused to change clothes. She stayed in the same tank top and her
favorite pair of bloomers and nothing else. Every day she showed up to schoc 1
wearing nothing and every day she was sent home. Her momma said she needed
fime to heal. That second Tuesday 1 brought her the algebra homework and
reading assignments after class. We sat on the porch and isolated variables a;

Rebecca Kornman
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ravaged a bucket of strawberries her daddy picked up from Ponchatoula. Sweet
juice dripped down our stained hands and onto our notebooks. I tried to distract
her with impressions of boys in our neighborhood. We laughed until our stom
achs cramped and tears rolled down our cheeks and our little lungs could no
longer produce an audible laugh. Once we caught our breath and regained our
sur

roundings she looked me deep in the eyes until she suddenly stood up. She

pulled her tank top over her head and peeled her dirty, pink bloomers right off.
She stood across from me, stark naked. She waited a moment, turned, opened
Ihe screen door, and walked right off the porch into the crawfish pond. There
were no stars to shine on the mud that night, so I watched as the darkness swal
lowed her whole. I heard her feet squish into the mud three times. After that, all
I could hear were the crawfish bubble.
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Rebecca Kornman

on pulse
when I walk up the hill to do my laundry
I can feel my pulse in my ears
And I can tell
I have too much blood
I donate it once every 8 weeks
one drop for every faggot in orlando
sometimes my iron is too low
since men's multivitamins don't contain iron
and walmart doesn't carry gender neutral multivitamins
so I buy three bottles of orange juice
to honor my homeland
drive to a church basement
and watch the 16-gauge needle
take out what I don't need

Jess Kotnour
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[I Hate the Labeling Process]
I want the good hunger, the peril without
slipping grips of cotton swabs- This is me,
this is how cracks align to form purest
kintsugi across porcelain face.
1 love this!
I love this like it loves me
Like it is
Like I want it to be
Like it holds me carnation
Like it holds itself.
This holds like trickle over mud and I
wanted to sing your name but
only words came out.
This is nothing like the ocean.
This is more like holding limp wrist as
sand falls between the interior.
You are eternal and I am cool — talking
about cool — pretending to be what I want.
I am cool like you are hot and you are hot
like a fuck-up on easy laundry;
running reds and too much bleach.
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Gordon Loveland

I've twisted these words around for
long enough.
Hello, here we go,
I've had enough of this.

Gordon Loveland
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After December
I paint the walls beige
at the realtors suggestion
and think not of him lying
on the floor.
I didn't know that rotting
skin turns
black and slides
right off the bone.
Forgive me for not
arriving sooner,
I worried the
whole time.
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Adrienne Kvaka

[Ivy or Bust]
I must be expansive, the
edges of corners seeming misaligned
and even when these shapes
fail
I know they are idealistic form.
I place the shape in grand appeal,
I lay the twisted wreck
upon the remains
the former glory of brotherhood a shambles on the sidewalk.
You are the prison suite!
The two toes deep in iron lung
steeped with the patterns that
seem like cookie cutter.
Tonight I just feel like sleeping.
This is malcontent.
The purest form in a style of two types.
Hallelujah for the human form!
We are the appeal of the discontent!

Gordon Loveland
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[In This Style, 1889]
You'd think I was a surgeon with the way I
twist my wrist and
sip the velvet skim from the new brass of
the Navy's finest. A toast for
those who sold the farm or
kicked the bucket, let's
light the pyre and ride them out of town
on a rail. You've
done it now, you child of silk,
you daughter of soul,
you ivy-green on checkerboard eyes.
^ou re sold the world and bought
the farm. Here's to you,
my children, my angels,
may lust never fade for your
daughters of the New World!
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Gordon Loveland

[The New World]
Hello, baby,
I am American music,
constant move on, the
move on
constantly
When I see divine it does not see me!
isn't that special?
Aren't we all?
You better believe it!
Believe it like it moves on before
it moves on it
moves on
constantly like
we are lucky crop!
Safe harvest,
good eats!

Gordon Loveland
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Daisy
Grandma dropped the lizard down the garbage disposal.
"I don't like animals."
Her excuse muffles the
Crunch crunch rattle crunch
Of the lizard
Pulled apart
With the orange peel and the meatloaf and the broccoli and the half-eaten Weight Watchers Jello
Leftovers.
The lizard was a left over.
Over from the swamp.
Pre-condo
Pre-golf course
Pre-garbage disposal.
Crunchchrunch rattlecrunch
"I just don't like animals."
Time skips a beat, I take note not to introduce her to my fish
"Nope never liked animals."
She bends to pet the dog
Daisy
Daisy the dog.
Maybe Daisy doesn't count as an animal
"Daisy" belongs to the flora family after all, bellis perennis
The unlucky lizard was not so fortunately mislabeled.
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Dylan Manning

Anoctes Ark
In the movie I watched them, crunch the numbers
Calculate their futures in receding miles
And their population desperately
Mostly by those who can leave.
to

A President sits on his nations flat ground and asks us to put our prayers in
him
He pleads

To a room of less than 20 blue faces

We say things like wiped off the face of the Earth,
because it spares us the struggle

If this could be watched, I'd look away
But this is felt
It felt so wrong when the leaves fell two weeks late.
It felt when full bodies of crabs showed me their bellies this summer, rather than putting up the ir
sweet fight against my toe in the seaweed
Who will I appeal to?
Who can he appeal to now?

If this problem is felt, then it is a problem for the body,
And I will put my hands to our problem,
Into the soil.

Noelle O'Neal
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81 Alvarado
Inside, a woman
stands at the kitchen counter,
chopping vegetables into small morsels
for the chubby boys who wait eagerly
at the table.
Her knife collides with the flesh
of a ruby tomato, shiny-skinned,
so tight it could burst.
A bell pepper waits beside the streaked cutting board,
its green screaming spring,
or perhaps summer.
In California, who can tell?
In her backyard, the lemon tree
yields fruit all year long.
An epidemiologist,
smoky grey-black hair
twined, double helix in a single braid.
She does not know
that her father will die
of cancer before the boys at the table
have graduated high school,
the result of a single malformed cell
reproducing itself,
overzealously,
until it killed him.
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Sonya Marx

She studies disease, but
she does not know
how the language of grief will add lines to her face
how the long and frequent
talks they shared
will be replaced by silence,
nights stretching into
the borders of mornings
smudged when sleep is stranger.
But that is later.
Today two hungry boys sit at the kitchen table.
There is laughter in the air, and sun in the room,
and the vegetables, gleaming on the counter,
await a ready blade.

Sonya Marx
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Some Arms Get Colder Faster Than Others
But I'm Only Just Now Realizing It
Winner of the 2018 Fall Contest

the coldest day so far: my roommate wears two shirts and a sweatshirt to keep
herself from freezing / up arrow / no matter how many times we / up arrow/
tut n up the heat it never / up arrow / stays at 78 and i recalled a conversation
on

c

bus ab«ut heat and skin / whether or not black and brown skin is

more SUSCLptible to clouds pushing / cold air breathing / winters brew swallow
ing every ray of sun that our ancestors enjoyed / that golden delight shined / and
>hiius and shine it does / on us in fields / on roads / Gerry says "white people
wear shorts in every season" / Kefa says "black parents bundle their children up
exti a

i say i ve experienced both" / but i know my mother would get mad at

me it i had shorts on and it was cold / perhaps in the end it is all about roots / the
past and the layers that make it large enough to be the present / "what if" / kefa
says / "we have passed it down?" / what if my thickest coat / was the result of a
previous thicker coat / was the result of a previous thicker coat / until we reach
the center / where a mother and her child / are walking in a group / the mother
holding her child close so that they might not get cold / the child wearing the
scarf of its mother / what if our layers / are the product of sacrifice / are the prod
uct of forced adaptation / why my grandma made sure to pull the blanket down
/ to cover mis pies when winter reached texas / "maybe" / she says / "we needed
layers to surv ive / they bundle so we bundle / they cover so we cover / no offense
hite people but / y all might have gotten more time / to get used to it / snows
kiss / rains soft licking / the breeze in between my toes / my roots are in mexico
/1 come from a long line of warmth enthusiasts / sweating brows / heat siestas / i
wear the sun on my collar bone / i eat with my hands in warm places / i feel most
beautiful where el sol can reach me / the shade watches my eyes close / i read a
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Julliette Montoya

story once / set in a place where it always rains / a girl wished for sun / and on
the one day it came / the other kids locked her in a closet / i never understood
why i have remembered this for so long / on the coldest day so far: my roommate
wore two shirts and a sweatshirt to keep herself from freezing / it was 65 degrees
/ i put on my sweatshirt and we left

Julliette Montoya
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A Saturday in Delirium
Construction drilling ringed fingers
A cab passes destruction
An empty flower pot popped a
Pepto Bismol to relieve my head
150 something pounds of sleep
In the haystack scene
Dread upon dread
I see the face
A moon
Not yours but mine
Ebbs its shadow about the barn door
Peeled paint in middle country
A large backpack in the back of a pickup truck
Halted by lake
A shot
Of tequila
Offering a requiem for the middle finger
Gonzo conventions
Ihe duration is in spurts
Him crouching with a black coffee
In the desert that is Saint Marks pi.
Four quarters a buck pizza
I travel delirious amongst garbage filled shopping carts
Finding well read immunities for the cosmic
Blindness of the weekend.
And through the heavenly spectacle of gasoline
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Elijah Newman

There are visionaries about
Dumping their coffees away in Washington Square
Waste Bins
Thinking of dew '72
And hopping off their citibikes for
Tompkins to see the grand dog fight
In the third stall
Morning a pine cone produced from my ear
I kindly set it to my side
And sat cross legged on the hot sidewalk
Caked in sweat.

Elijah Newman
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Adamo Fartas Bone
Kiel vi fartas?
Adamo fartas bone
Li satas kukon.
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Conner McEldowney
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Thoughts on the Cranes of Late
and Chalmers Libraries
The twin cranes are considered twanes. With one more, each of the triplet i rant
trane. Double the twanes, and the quadruplet set of cranes would be called a

One calls a group of cranes a grane, and, subsequently, a row of cranes always ma
bushel of cranes is, of course, a brane. And, admiring the cranes in the sky, it dec - n<
pondering to decide that a plethora of cranes would form a plane.

A gang of cranes is known as a gane—this gives rise to the colloquial expression mak.
which naturally refers to the gang of cranes that must be assembled before any large >.«
project can begin; metaphorically, this can refer to the construction of a litter human
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Written by Seth Colbert-Pollack and Danaye Nixon
with artwork by Maggie Murphree
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For My Mother on Her Birthday
A week or two ago my mom called me and told me a story I had never
heard before. There had been slight allusions to it here and there over the years.
There was that time after Id first watched Fox Robin Hood and I was maybe six
and giddy with hatred at the cartoon villain and said, "Let King John have a miscar riage.

Really, I said that. I didnt quite understand what a miscarriage was but

I knew it was bad and so it seemed like a reasonable insult. My Dad reprimanded
me for that comment with a harshness that seemed entirely unlike the playful
man I knew. I wouldn't begin to understand that harshness until years later when
my mother mentioned offhand that by the time my sister was born, her friends
had stopped throwing her baby showers because she had had too many pregnan
cies that never came to term.
On the call a few weeks ago, my mom told me that when she was
pregnant with me, her doctor told her that a hole had opened up in my amniotic
sac and that Yes, it was dangerous to the pregnancy. She immediately went off
her medications in the hope it would help close up the hole. In my mind, I can
imagine the hole so well, can see myself in the early stages of fetal development,
my limbs still under construction, my body not yet distinguishable from that of
other mammals. What I cant imagine, though, is the terror my mom must have
felt. First all of the miscarriages and now this. When I imagine her during this
time, I don't imagine the mother I know, but the woman who preceded her. I
imagine the long black-haired woman, upscale hippy beautiful, looking serious
but happy in photographs with my father. The woman who got into a poetry
MFA program but didn't go—when we were growing up, she would sometimes
say to my sister, "Get your Masters degree before you get married."
Another thing my mother would always mention was her theory that
the idea of God had been created by a woman whose child was sick and who
needed something to pray to, who invented prayer so she would have some way
to help her child. A secular Jew, my mother had no God to pray to, Old Testa-
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Daniel Olivieri

ment or New. Instead, she put her faith in another white bearded deity: Charles
Darwin. "I always believed," she told me over the phone, "that life wants to repro
duce more than it doesn't." I get chills when I think of her back then, my mother
who wasn't my mother yet walking around with me who wasn't me yet. What she
went off her medication for, what she trusted in evolution for, what her belly had
swelled for, was the future, was life, was me.

Daniel Olivieri
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Portrait Without Being There, pt. I
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Sarah J. Pazen

Portrait Without Being There, pt. II
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Sarah J. Pazen
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Elena Petron
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Meet Cute
Few statements in this world are universally true, including this one,
but here is one that is: no one falls in love in airports. Doesn't matter what your
grandparents say, and I don't care if your flight attendant was cute. It doesn't
happen. That's why the dramatic run to the airport happens at the end of movies.
No one would go to an airport for love unless it was already well-established.
Very well-established.
So when Cal arrived at the airport, he wasn't looking for love. He was
looking to get through security, to remove his shoes and belt in case he was
hiding any bombs there, and to put his arms up as a tube shot low level radiation
at him. He picked his luggage off the belt and walked past a bar and an Auntie
Anne's to his gate. He found a seat, felt pressure in his bladder, lugged his bags to
the urinal, let them soak in the urine and shoe water of the collective, and came
back to lose the seat. He waited in line to board behind a woman wearing two
backpacks over a My Little Pony pajama shirt, leopard print socks, and a face
mask. These were not conditions for love.
Airplanes are not particularly good for love either, and I wouldn't
recommend them for anyone looking. If Cal were younger, he would have
anticipated some gorgeous redhead with too many freckles to sit next to him.
He had a friend in college whose parents met because they were seated together
on an airplane. He used to believe in it so strongly that he could acknowledge
how unlikely the chances were with a smile. But that was years ago, and when an
older man with a white mustache but shiny black hair sat next to him and took
his armrest, he was not surprised.
The plane takes off, and the pilot informs the travelers that there may
be some turbulence. It would be a charming move, he thinks, to hold that girl's
hand if she was scared, and tell her trust me, it will pass, we'll land safely soon.
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Not only would he never say this to the man next to him, but if he had said it, he
would be wrong.
Homes are good places for love. Hundreds of miles away, in an Ohio
plain, Jane leaves her house, not to look for love, but to look for a place for the
dog to relieve itself. Really, the dog is doing the looking. Jane hasn't been looking
for love for some time. When the last man who saw you naked threatened to
bash in your skull, you give it a rest for a while. But until a good man falls out of
the sky, (and how would she know if he was?) a while turns into a habit, and a
habit turns into buying a dog when you never liked pets to begin with.
She's walking the dog down the sidewalk when she hears this horrible
roar, like a bomb dropping slow from the sky. She looks up, no bomb. Just an
airplane. She's never seen one fly so low before, she can make out the red and
blue design.
"Holy shit!" She ducks and the plane roars into her neighborhood.
Smoke billows, people scream. In moments shes in a disaster movie. She runs
toward the wreckage, because she has a terrible feeling about where that plane
ended up.
Her house was now a sheetrock covered 747 torn up the middle, flames
cropped up around it. Jane almost leaps from her own body. Moments ago
she was in the house. She looked at her dog, which found a spot. Y\ hat did her
friend say before she bought it? "Get yourself a dog, it 11 save your lite.
She would call the police. Hundreds already did. They would come
and revive whoever could still be revived. But first she moved to see what of her
house was left, and only then could she hear the moaning of the visibly alive. She
forgot how big an airplane really was. Stories above her people moaned from
hitting below her. In one pried open section of the plane, tilted on its side, she
saw a man buckled into his dismembered seat. She was ashamed to think how he
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must be even more handsome without the bleeding. She couldn't believe it, but
she knew.
"I must be dead," Cal thought, soaking in his broken body, "because
that's the most beautiful face I've ever seen." And Jane didn't even have red hair.
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On Beaches
Do you remember your second grade class and the trip to the beach,
the kites flying, lets learn about estuaries! Once upon a time (in 1992) a shipping
barge unleashed twenty-eight thousand rubber ducks into the middle of the Pa
cific en route from Hong Kong to Tacoma. Imagine floating safely aboard a boat,
packed tightly with thousands of your comrades, when splash! You're overboard,
the crate breaking, and you're out, out at sea, the horizon five miles away in
every direction.
Rubber ducks, an entire army, dispersing into the endless expanse,
floating somewhere between water and air.
And thus began the Odyssey. "Tell me, O Muse, of that ingenious
hero —" And they're off! Off to the races. Let's split up, gang!
The first washes up on the shores of the Island of Oahu, yellow rubber
clashing with the black sands. Aloha Oe. The song of a long-dead Queen can still
be heard on these shores. I laila hia'ia na manu. They still dance on the moun
tainside. Love birds live there.
And even farther, carried along by waves to the beaches of Australia,
past the box jellies, unscathed by their venom. Past the surfers and the reefs, to
see an illustrious performance at the opera house. Quack. Gday Mate.
Past enormous spider crabs, legs long as the necks of guitars, to small
islands off the coast of Japan, where Christians to this day hide among the caves.
Here they step on the Holy Book. Here, hidden behind this panel of the Buddha,
is a painting of the Virgin. Sitting at the altar, among the candles and inkwells, a
new rubber duck, dusted delicately with bits of sand.
Some, to the states! To the states! The shores of freedom. Beaches in
Northern California, ducks bound for nests among the Redwoods. Navigating
around the half-sunken boulders. A child of eight, barefoot in the cold waters,
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finds a rubber duck and takes it home for his bath that evening.
Some float north, into the endless night, under the green ribbons of
the Arctic skies. They freeze in ice, stopped in their tracks. A polar bear paws at
the little flash of yellow, hoping for a snack. He dislodges the little toy from the
ice floe and sends it eastward, around Greenland and, eventually, to the shores
of Ireland. A group of banshees stand cliffside — they wail into the night, as the
little duck makes landfall. He waits for daybreak.
Onward! Onward! To Calais, Calais. Comment <ja va? An Afghan girl
practices her French on a rare trip to the beach, as her family waits to make safe
passage across the English Channel.
And some travel farther, still. Above the Titanic they float, around the
iceberg. And then to the beaches of Rhode Island, of Long Island, of Plymouth
Rock. What do they think of Boston? Can they taste black tea?
Io a rubber duck, a floater, the Ocean is merely a surface. The ducks
walk on water as we walk on land. Perhaps, given a few million years, we would
find floating duck cities. Duck societies with glittering banks. Duck bucks. Duck
kings and duck peasants, an entire social contract floating upon the oceans
plains. Duck democracies, duck extended families, the First Church of Quack.
Until then, though, the ducks are much like we were when we first crawled onto
dry land. Nomads.
I have an inkling that we and the ducks are drawn to the shores for
the same reason. There's something indescribable about the beach, something
so balanced, so middled, something that withstands the division of water and
earth. Try to name it with a word, and it falls apart, either falling into the waves
or blowing onto the boardwalk. Say it again, and it becomes a cliche. Old hat.
Worn. Nothing can stay on the beach. Everything is either coming or going.
Here's one attempt at permanence:
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If I stay standing on the beach long enough, at the edge ot the tide, right
where the water laps on and off the dunes, I can sink into the sand one swell at a
time. I cannot stay here forever. I will sink, inch by inch, until
But then a rubber duck washes onto the shore. And with it, a new
thought. I do not stay planted in the sand forever. I cannot. I pick up the rubber
duck and dry it with my t-shirt. And I give it to you. Wait. Look closely. Theres
a moment, infinitely brief, arguably nonexistent, when the duck is in both my
hand and yours. That's the beach. Constantly eroding. That's the beach. The
beach. Beach.
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five of cups
I.
Behind me there is a boy shouting
half sober about an internship he got into
at J. P. Morgan Chase.
You walk into your dorm
itching to sleep. I try writing this poem
feet slipping on new asphalt
asphalt in the wet cold of Ohio. I remember you
saying don't be a banker
when the weather was warmer.
Maybe you'll remind me again.
II.
We talk about our meds with the moon watching hesitantly. Our
minds aren't kind to any of us. Next time I'll sign back
I love you thumb and forefinger ready.
III.
I am still wearing your white shirt
three sizes too big to look mine.
It says a lot about us.
IV.
Nothing is sacred but I haven t heard you talk up close recently.
Now your voice is gruff from
giving head or chainsmoking or band practice. Hiding
the cracks from that boy who kicked your heart last weekend.
A hairline fracture from the past. You came back and fell asleep with your jeans on.
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V.
And no, we're not together anymore but
I remember your heartbeat through your back tattoo.
The tarot card pressed heavy against my mouth and there
is no money here. Just the black V on your morning spine,
turning around.
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Haikus Derived from iPhone Notes
Take Out
Pork Dumplings, Chicken
Fried Rice, Sesame Chicken,
Veggie Lo Mein. Card.

First Impressions
"She was a saltine —
bland and relatively twodimensional." Crack.

Things that Happen before Breakfast
Today I woke up
to a fawn drowning in my
swimming pool. Alarm.

He Did Not Enlist
"I can barely make
breakfast in the morning. I
can't lead men to war."
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march first
I had never seen a casserole until I was an adult. A legal one, I guess.
It is hard to discern whether the casserole made me an adult, or I became one
roughly the same time I saw a casserole, and to consider it seems pointless. The
first one was a chicken casserole, but mom was too sick to touch anything solid,
so I ate the stuff. It felt slimy in my stomach, I remember. Cold, like a very fat
worm or perhaps a small slug, if there are such things. If I think about it too
hard I can still feel it sliding down my throat. After the first casserole, I stopped
eating anything at all. The ones that followed piled up in the new refrigerator in
the basement, the refrigerator mom bought to store all the food she couldn't eat.
Something amazing: sometimes I eat orange peels in the shower so I forget I'm
wet.
She can't hug either. You can't touch her. I tried to do it once but her
skin was cold and hard, and she had a hole in her chest. Her skin turned plastic
last month, I saw it happen. That's when I tried to hug her. A casual implosion of
the bones, marrow to cellophane before I could blink.
She came home on a Sunday and said her head hurt and that her fingers
were falling off, but I only saw the tufts of hair left on her pillow, in the shower.
She shrank two inches probably, around the same time I grew five. I think maybe
I stole her inches and fixed them to the soles of my own feet. It's always been
like that. The next morning she was bald. I wondered if it just fell off all at once,
like a hibernation for the head, except instead of slumber the hair just died at
once. Sort of like a tree. She asked me if I liked it and I said that her skull was so
smooth, I had always thought I had a lumpy skull but maybe because hers was so
round and smooth, mine would be too. Genetics is a funny thing to consider. I
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thought to shave my head but I took a bath instead.
The night she turned plastic, I started a fire. I didn't mean to. It was
unusually warm for February, and I went and smoked a joint at the playground
next to my best friends house. I put out the flame with the sole of my shoe, but I
always liked to watch it go out slow. We left the playground and went to Cam
bridge tor a while, but the city felt like a cave so we came home. It was damp and
hot and I wore too many clothes. When we got back the whole place was ablaze.
I thought my stomach would explode, from the smoke and the french fries, and
now I had ruined the swings. My clothes got a little burned too; I found the
holes in my shirt when I got home. I thought about the times I'd caught fire, and
lost track after a handful, and anyway I don't smoke anymore.
I found cracks in the ceiling of the darkroom. My photography cl ass
was early in the morning, and I went hardly once a week, but when I did I occupied the dark closet. I had to stand up on the countertops to find the cracks.
I heard chairs scraping when I did that, presumably from the floor above, and
I felt dizzy so I had to step down. There are fractures on the floor, too, but I
couldn't see them so clearly. Imagine: a room cold enough to only make the tip
of your nose hurt and make you forget the rest of your body. I thought about
turning on the lights. It was just me, after all. I almost failed photography, even
though 1 had the best pictures in my class. You can ask anyone. The Marches of
my memory always make my nose hurt.
I he crossing guard and I are on good terms now. We weren't always.
When I walk home in the snow, he runs out into the road and waves at me. I'm
out of breath, but I smile anyway. There's something about 3pm, and the halfway
house at the end of the street. There are no cars, but my crossing guard runs out
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anyway. Sometimes I catch a ride home, and I notice him looking at me through
the windshield. I feel ashamed. I'm running home because she's got the flu again,
and I have to take her temperature every 15 minutes. It's at 100.1 now, but if rises
I'm in trouble. She's in trouble. I don't know what trouble means exactly, but I
think I wished for it then. I think I should be more scared but instead I think
about my homework. I think I should feel bad about thinking about my home
work. I think I feel bad. I'm wearing a hospital mask in my living room because I
can't stay here without it, which means I am finding out that my body is toxic.
I went to the hospital in the afternoon, she wasn't supposed to be there
that day but she couldn't shit. It's true. Isn't it funny?
I had to wear this huge mask to see her even though no one else did,
because I guess I'm dirty for being young. They didn't know that I'm an adult
though, I'm eighteen. I can eat all the casseroles I want, but I still had to wear
the mask. I couldn't breathe with it on, so I snuck tiny breaths from underneath
the mask. We didn't really say much while I was there. There was a hawk outside
who had found a place to eat his lunch; we wondered what his lunch was. He
thought he was alone. There aren't any flowers allowed in her unit, so I brought
her socks because she asked for them. Green tie dye socks that I bought on the
way. I had almost forgotten. I wish there were flowers, but they aren't allowed. I
got some on the way home anyway. Dahlias. I thought I saw God when I stood
up too fast, but I was just dizzy, like the other times. I'm supposed to be in
school, but I don't think it matters much anymore. I'm an adult now, no one can
tell me what to do. I can eat so much chicken casserole if I wanted to.
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Plant Language
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disordered eating, eating disorder
like a snake swallowing its body or a girl swallowing her body or a girl in the
shape of a snake swallowing, following my mother and my mothers mother and
my m others mothers mother and before that there was so little left to be gone,
but if I lean in I might find it, if I look, locked in the jaws of my ribcage opening
right under my skin, just biting at the end before it begins, because at least that
will keep me in line, leaning into line, leading into, fulfilling, never filling, never
full, an order to disorder, following girl after woman after girl after woman after
girl after woman after me, its after me,
it's after me, swallowing my body or, a girl in the shape of a snake swallowing a
girl swallowing a snake swallowing
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